
TURNING “ON” YOUR

January 24, 2020

MOVING FROM KING PASTOR TO CHEETAH MEETING
STAFF MEETINGS

Objective:
§ How to upgrade from king (inspect) / pastor (inspire) to community

(educate & inspire all)
§ How to ignite group think
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Part 1:

Why meetings are 
important to be 
deliberate with?
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KING MEETINGS leads to opposite of engagement of team.  People will 
spend their time trying to convince their idea is the best 

PASTOR MEETINGS meetings can lead to avoidance of problems and 
reinforces that the boss should be sole source of inspiration

ELEPHANT to CHEETAH MEETINGS
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“Get the 1:1 Meeting right and 

the Staff/Team Meeting right are 

the most important tools available 

to leaders in running their team 

and each should be approached 

thoughtfully (deliberately).”

ELEPHANT to CHEETAH MEETINGS
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WE ARE THE PRODUCT OF OUR RITUALS

SUSTAINMENT consistent rituals

JUMPSTART intensity

• Staff meetings are an 
INVESTMENT

• Are you ritualistically 
investing in a KING 
(leader makes all 
decisions) or your TEAM 
(to become better 
decision makers)?

• Staff meetings are often 
the biggest opportunity 
to upgrade your team 
(least effort, greatest 
return)
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Part 2:

How meetings
go wrong today?
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TYPICAL (ELEPHANT) MEETING

• KING (Inspect) or PASTOR (Inspire / 
What to do)

• In short run, can be very effective of 
getting the team to do what you 
want them to do

• Little community voice (i.e. not very 
safe to speak up with truth or speak 
up at all to peers)

• Team typically disengaged unless 
their turn to look good in front of 
the boss

• Frustrating to leader that having to 
be the one making decisions AND 
not really getting full truth 
(situational awareness of what is 
going on)

• No Development of people on team
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Why do we have meetings?

• Recurring meetings typically are set to INSPIRE or INSPECT

• But often AD-HOC meetings (that consume calendars) are often 
set to help leaders SENSE MAKE so they can make the right 
decision  -when it’s unclear what to do (“When I can make sense of the 
situation, let’s have another meeting”)

• Break out of this cycle by upgrading the skills of your team
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WHAT TO UPGRADE

è

Clarity on
Short-Term Action

Investment in Making
People to Think
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Part 3:

Origins of Next Jump’s 
staff meeting from 

ELEPHANT to CHEETAH
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• Ran meetings KING Style (tactical, preso, feedback from CEO)
• No Feedback (if not from CEO)
• Updates tended to be changes from previous week

NxJ CASE STUDY | 2005 Staff Meeting (KING)
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NxJ Staff Meeting 2010
(PASTOR Meeting)

• Added in Buzz (first was 
senior leader than shifted 
to younger leaders)

• CEO would talk on from his 
view what are all the good 
things happening

NxJ CASE STUDY | 2010 Staff Meeting (PASTOR)
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• Reduced CEO conversation

• Formalized Buzz “program”

• Added in Showcase

• Still lacked Community 
voice (feedback)

NxJ CASE STUDY | 2015 Staff Meeting (Start of Cheetah)
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Engage/Educate AND 
Reinforce Value of Voice

Three sections of meeting
• Highlights (Education)
• MEAT: “The Elephant” in the 

room.  Bring it front and 
center

• Showcase (Inspire)- what do 
standards look like

As leader, most of our energy 
is in setup

1

BIZ 2 MEETING AGENDA (Jan 15)

1. Weekly Buzz – Lei

2. Biz 2 Results/Overview - Greg

3. Technology Roadmap overview – Xuelan/Nayan

4. Showcase (Education site) – Henry W

5. Feedback App (5 minutes at end)

PLEASE PUT YOUR 
PHONE DOWN 

DURING MEETING

NxJ Case Study: 2020 Staff Meeting (Cheetah)
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Part 4:

Getting Started 
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• PHASE 1: bookend the meeting 
with education and inspiration 
(HIGHLIGHTS + SHOWCASE) 

• PHASE 2: add feedback into agenda 
at end

• PHASE 3: use middle of meeting to 
put “realness”

GETTING STARTED: 2 PHASES

Follow-along with collateral …



HIGHLIGHTS (aka: “buzz”) - DEMO
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HIGHLIGHTS (aka: “buzz”) – DO NOT DO
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• Make it laundry list; required 
something from everyone

• Have multiple people presenting

• Tactical update about BAU items 
(“nothing changed”)

• A prompt for decisions to be made 
by the Boss 

• Boss leading discussion (after 
Highlights, open up to team for 
feedback / comments)

For illustrative purposes



SHOWCASE - DEMO
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Part 5:

Tips / Where It Goes 
Wrong In Practice
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WHAT GOES WRONG – WHEN YOU FIRST START

Goes Wrong Response

It takes more work – it’s hard to 
“come up” with noteworthy items

It’s a skill for people (especially 
junior people) to explain their world.   
But done well, has value after the 
meeting too.

Team is comfortable having “face 
time” with boss – to have decisions 
made 

Can be done via email or smaller 
meetings.  Vs taking time of entire 
team.

What is the role of the senior 
leaders?

Top bring out the “elephant in the 
room” – the things that others are 
afraid to bring up.  
Sharing the messy process BEFORE 
the decision is made.   Ex: “I intent 
to …” before actually pulling the 
trigger


